### Room 1008
Eden Treado

### Room 1038
William Baughman – Choral Cond.
Alejandro Goenaga – Choral Cond.
Kourtney Syrus – Choral Techniques

### Room 1064
Audrey Boyles – History
Paige Carter – Theory/AS
Landon Cina – Theory/AS
Stephen Deeter – Theory/AS
Joshua DeLozier – Theory/AS
Ben Eidt – History
Zachary Flasch – Theory/AS
Silas Haplea – Theory/AS
William Hermanowski – Theory/AS
Janice Shieh – Theory/AS

### Room 1066
Claudia Aizaga-Chavez – flute
Garrett Evans – saxophone
Pablo Gomez-Estevez – composition
Adam Har-zvi – composition
Martha Hudson – oboe
David Munro – oboe

### Room 1072
Carolyn Anderson – voice
Sandra Coursey – piano
Francisca de Freitas – piano
Stephen Eckert – piano
Shannon Lotti – flute

### Room 1074
Rachel Constantino – horn
Jacob Koch – percussion
Anthony Marchese – cello
Keri Pierson – voice
Samuel Valancy – saxophone

### Room 2012
Geoffrey Schneider – jazz

### Room 3013
Bahr, Nicholas – percussion

### Room 3015
Micah White – guitar

### Room 3017
Curriculum Lab – 2119

#### Curriculum Lab – 2119
Vincent Martinez
Adrian Mwalija
Skylar Diehl
Nathan Stricker

#### Brass Quintet
Noah Laabs – Tuba
Alex Marbach – Trumpet
Brandon Ising – Trumpet
Kyle Olsen – Horn
Ben Sallard – Trombone

#### Piano Accompanying
Nano Beraia
Malik Halce
YuanChen Lai
Sihan Liu
Paul Rosenberger
Hao Wu
Apostolis Konstantakis
Parker Olson

#### String Quartet
Federico Orlando -Violin
Autumn Kuntz -Violin
Jaylon Hayes Keller - Viola
Hayley Currin - Cello

#### Voice
Joicy Carvahlo
Trinity Hines-Anthony

#### Additional Assistantships
Jacob Loitz – Admissions
Selah-Marie Castellano – Admissions
Pedro Amaral – MACCM
Emma Clark – Public Events
Kyle Wendling – Public Events
Jonathan Kroeger – Trinity Voice
Yejin Lee – Trinity Piano
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